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Recently, I took a day out of my working week to drive
to Brisbane to spend some time learning with fellow
local business entrepreneurs. Last month I also learned
how to make a floral headpiece with the haven crew at
The Craft Parlour in a fun evening of craft and magazine
brainstorming. During the school holidays I’m planning
on learning (thanks to YouTube) how to do a Dutch braid
- because ‘French’ is “so last year” my nine year old tells
me! Yes, even as an adult, we learn new things every
single day. Which is why this, our July ‘Learning’ edition, is
so relevant. What about our kids, absorbing so much each
and every day?! From learning to read and memorising
sight words to navigating technology and mastering bike
riding – it’s all a big learning curve. This issue we share
stories of learning in the early years right up to learning in
adult life.
In addition to our ace regular columns this month we also
have one very exciting competition to launch – haven’s
favourite teacher! That’s right, in the spirit of teaching,
learning and education we want you to get voting kids
(with your parents’ help) and tell us who your favourite
teacher is, and why, in 25 words or less. We’ve got some
pretty rad prizes up for grabs, including two nights’ away
for our winning teacher at their choice of ULTIQA Resorts
and five $100 vouchers for super cool art supplies from
Ironlak Art & Design for the people who nominate our five
competition finalist teachers. We are very grateful to have
national parenting blogger superstar School Mum join the
haven team to pick our haven’s favourite teacher winner!
Let’s reward those amazing people who teach our children
and guide them through their school life.

Keeley

editor@havenmagazine.com.au
www.havenmagazine.com.au

www.motivatedmums.com.au

Connect with us…
Haven Hub

No part of this work may be reproduced or
copied in any form or by any means without
the written consent of the publisher.
Content in haven for Families is for general
information only and is not intended to be
a substitute for professional advice. The
publisher, contributors and related parties
are not engaged in providing legal, financial
or professional advice or services. Views
expressed by the contributors are those of
the author and do not necessarily reflect the
views of haven for Families or the publisher.
The publisher, contributors, editors and
related parties are not responsible in any
way for the actions or results taken by any
person, organisation or any party on basis of
reading information, stories or contributions
in this publication, website or related
product.

HAVEN’S
FAVOURITE
TEACHER
COMPETITION
Tell us about your fave teacher - those
people who take the hands of our tiny
balls of Preppy shyness and turn them
into proud, confident Year 12 students
ready to take on the world.

WE WANT TO
KNOW ABOUT
YOUR AMAZING
TEACHER!
Nominate your fave teacher for the
chance to win them a weekend away
at an ULTIQA Resort. Plus, the readers
who nominate our five competition
finalists will each receive a $100
voucher to spend at Ironlak Art &
Design. We're also very honoured to
have national blogger School Mum
judge our winner.
To enter our competition, it’s as easy as
jumping on the haven magazine website
and following the links. We will simply need
you to tell us in 25 words or less why your
teacher is the best. Entries close August 10.
Full T&Cs are online.

Visit www.havenmagazine.com.au

Cover style
PHOTOGRAPHY:
Jenna Agius Photography
www.jennaagiusphotography.com
jennaagiusphotography
LOCATION:
Whole Beings Holistic Education Studio, Burleigh Heads
www.wholebeings.co
whole.beings
MODELS:
Bambi, Meila & Jimmy
Elysia & Nat (Teachers)
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Reviews
App
SEESAW
We all love seeing what our children
are getting up to during their six or
seven hours at school, but we can’t
often rely on them to bring their history
assignments or short stories home with
them. Seesaw captures student learning
in any form, from photos, videos and
notes to sketches and links, while also
provide a channel of communication
between teachers and parents.

Books

Your child can simply photograph or
copy their work into the app so that all
of their work is in the same place… or
their teacher can remind them to do it for
you. You no longer have to worry about
mouldy scrapbooks or water-damaged
watercolour paintings ruining the precious
artefacts from your child’s time at
school. Thanks to Seesaw, it’s all at your
fingertips.
Visit www.seesaw.me

Buddhism for Pet Lovers draws together ancient Buddhist
wisdom, supported by recent and intriguing scientific
findings, to provide fascinating insights into animal
consciousness. Written with humour and compassion, and
including extraordinary true stories from around the world, it
reveals how our animal companions may indeed be among
our most precious partners. For in helping them, our own
lives are incomparably enriched too.
Allen & Unwin, $27.99

WHERE THE WILD DADS WENT
Katie Blackburn
In this hilarious, touching homage to Maurice
Sendak’s Where the Wild Things Are, a ‘tired
and emotional’ dad finds himself drifting off to
the place where the Wild Dads went. In a riot of
headbanging, air guitar and table football he finds
himself at the centre of a great escape, but pretty
soon he begins to miss the place he left behind.
This little book is the perfect gift for new dads—or
any parent who’s ever wanted to run away from it all.
Faber, $19.99

THE ANTI-BOREDOM BOOK OF BRILLIANT OUTDOOR
THINGS TO DO Andy Seed

|
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DIGITAL CLASSROOMS

IN THIS, HAVEN’S ANNUAL EDUCATION EDITION, WE
THOUGHT IT WOULD BE GREAT TO UNCOVER SOME
OF THE BEST DIGITAL RESOURCES WHEN IT COMES
TO LEARNING AND OUR KIDS. HERE’S OUR TOP 5…
LEARNING THROUGH PLAY
Learning Through Play is a blog by Heidi, an early years teacher
who is passionate about play-based learning, sustainability,
creating inviting spaces and projected based learning. The
activities on her blog are experiences, which she has explored
in her classroom with children aged 3–5 or with her baby
goddaughter.
Visit www.medium.com/learning-through-play

MISS B’S

BUDDHISM FOR PET LOVERS David Michie
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Online

www.wholebeings.co

upfront

Queensland-based Year 4 and 5 teacher Anika Bezuindehout
("Miss B") provides a gaze into the world of primary school
teaching with her wonderful Instagram page. Beyond all of the
fantastic ideas for both teachers and parents, she also posts
some of the kids’ work.
Find her at @missbs_

LITTLE LIFELONG LEARNERS

Casey from Little Lifelong Learners gets what it’s like to be a
teacher. She also gets what it’s like to be a mum. This gives her
a credible perspective and puts her in a pretty good position
to give some seriously useful advice. She’s all about engaging
and hands-on experiences for little ones that will set them
up for life, from motor skills to sensory activities, to good old
imaginative fun.
Visit www.littlelifelonglearners.com

THE CYBER SAFETY LADY

As much as we hate to admit it, the days of showing our kids
how to do every single thing are fading quickly away. These
days, our kids are likely to know more about the Internet than
we do – and that’s a scary thought. Leonie, The Cyber Safety
Lady, understands that the Internet, while a great learning tool
and resource for socialisation, is fraught with issues that can
turn ugly very, very quickly. Her blog has everything the webilliterate parent needs to know to stay in the loop with their
children’s online activity, and we bet it’ll even provide tips for
the parents who think they’ve got it all covered.
Visit www.thecybersafetylady.com.au

Outdoors is boring, right? Wrong! Not when you’ve got
The Anti-boredom Book of Brilliant Outdoor Things to Do!
Suitable for all seasons, find out how to set bug traps,
create a rainbow, construct an amazing summer slide
and much, much more! But what about those rainy days,
we hear you cry? Not a problem! This book also includes
awesome indoor activities about the outdoors for rainy
days. Say goodbye to boredom with this fantastic outdoor
boredom buster book! For ages 5-10.

WHOLE BEINGS

Bloomsbury, $14.99

Visit www.wholebeings.co

Byron-based sisters Nat and Elysia may have a long list of
qualifications and experiences in education, but the classroom
they’ve created is far from traditional. Whole Beings (pictured
above) seeks to nurture the mind, body and spirit of each child
that walks through their doors, teaching them to love and
nurture themselves, the earth and the people around them.
The duo’s fresh-faced blog details their ideas and musings as
they cater to the littlest beings.

News
ILLUMINATE YOUR
SENSES
GLOW is the Gold Coast’s unique night time
digital art, light, water and laser experience
and it’s headlining on Saturday July 8 (510pm) at the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct,
Surfers Paradise. Don’t miss the spectacular
laser show on the lake, interactive gaming,
virtual reality activations, glow in the dark
yoga and tai chi, as well as digital murals.
There will also be roving street performers,
dancers, local bands and solo artists, a free
movie screening and robot show, GLOW street
food precinct and a fully licensed ‘glow bar’.
Be sure to wear all white to shine bright under
the UV lights. Catch the free water shuttle
from Cavill Avenue pontoon (Helm Bar) or park
for free at The Arts Centre Gold Coast.
Visit www.cityofgoldcoast.com.au/glow

upfront

THE NEW DREAMWORLD COAST KIDS GO
GREEN

There’s been loads going on at Dreamworld
recently with new attractions launching in time
for the school holidays. Tiger Island’s Up Close
Experience offers viewing tunnels into the
enclosure that kids can crawl through, while
double-storey Treehouse cabanas and the Parkway
Patisserie and Grill add new flavour to the park. A
live music and special events program, a series of
‘Park After Dark’ events and a range of interactive
and educational experiences add to the lineup.

“Dreamworld is focusing on creating iconic
Australian experiences that will not just create
momentary exhilaration but memories that will last
a lifetime,” Dreamworld CEO Craig Davidson says.
Craig confirms that old faves including the Log
Ride, Vintage Cars and Mine Ride will reopen later
this year.
Visit www.dreamworld.com.au

Five Gold Coast primary schools have the
chance to win a share of more than $2200 in
cash and prizes for green initiatives at their
school with thanks to a new competition
partnership between local businesses
Botanical Bazaar, Natura Education and
Composta Australia. “The competition is a
small step in encouraging and educating kids
and our community to be ambassadors for
our environment for generations,” Natura
Education’s Kieran Richardt says. To enter, go
to the “Gold Coast Kids Go Green” Facebook
group page. Among other goodies, the prize
also includes a visit to the winning school
by gardening guru Costa Georgdis from
Gardening Australia. Entries close August 10.

$65 Unlimited Entry

12 MONTH MEMBERSHIP
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS AT THE SANCTUARY:
15%
retail
food & beverage
15%
15%
photography
10%
kids
FREE car parking at
Trust
So much more, amazing wildlife experiences
and access to over 800
worldwide.

CurrumbinSanctuary.com.au

@havenhub
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LunchBots

Keep lunches warm this winter with a LunchBot
thermal container. Available in 3 sizes (235ml,
350ml and 470ml), they will keep your hot
foods hot for hours – without plastic coming
into contact with your food. Plus, the bowl-like
shape is natural to eat from and easy to fill.

Gigi & Sal
Gigi & Sal is a Gold Coast brand with the
cutest baby and toddler shoes around!
Available in three classic colours (tan, pink
and gold), they are made from leather and
feature velcro straps for easy wear and your
choice of soft suede or rubber soles.

Shop it! RRP from $39.95
www.limetreekids.com.au
limetreekids

New!
Pimpama Premium
Childcare Centre

Shop it!

Centre benefits included
with your daily fee:
Healthy, nutritious meals
Secure electronic sign in
and sign out system
Access to Storypark – your
child’s online learning portfolio
Purpose built natural environments
for exploration and play
Nappies and wipes
Hat and bag on enrolment
Kindergarten Program
Holistic perspective of
learning and play

petitjourney.com.au
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RRP $165
www.boomerboards.com.au
naturalchildcaregc

Centres also in Northshore Hamilton,
Wooloowin and Murwillumbah

6

Shop it!

RRP $14.99
www.lonelyplanet.com/kids
lonelyplanet

Based on the Waldorf Education principle that the
simplest toys foster the greatest creativity, the
basic concept of an open ended, natural resource
offers children of all ages unlimited possibilities
for play and learning using their bodies. Boomer
Boards are handcrafted on the Gold Coast using
100 per cent (FSC) sustainable, local timber.

www.gigiandsal.com
gigiandsal_

Taking enrolments now, call us
today to secure your child’s place
1300 1 PETIT / 1300 173 848

There are fiendish mazes to complete and
amazing facts to discover on every page of
Lonely Planet Kids’ first-ever maze books.
With Amelia’s Maze Adventure and Marco’s
Maze Mission, explorers aged 8-12 are invited
to travel the world on a special quest!

Get a $10 discount by
using code ‘HAVEN’.

Shop it! RRP $32.95

28a Dixon Drive, Pimpama
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upfront

Perfection
in Yamba

Words: Keeley O’Connor

FISH. EAT. RELAX. SURF. SLEEP. REPEAT. YES, THAT WAS
PRETTY MUCH THE PLAN FOR OUR LONG WEEKEND
GETAWAY TO YAMBA. LOCATED BESIDE THE MOUTH OF
THE CLARENCE RIVER (ABOUT 2.5 HOURS DRIVE FROM
THE GOLD COAST), THIS SEASIDE TOWN WITH A SUBLIME
BEACH VIBE, CHARMING VILLAGE ATMOSPHERE AND
DELISH EATERIES IS JUST WHAT WE NEEDED TO SLOW
DOWN OUR PACE FOR A WEEKEND FULL OF RELAXATION
AND FAMILY TIME.
Whilst you will find plenty of accommodation options from camping to
luxury homes, we played house at The Cove Yamba. Close to everything
in this seaside town, our top-floor apartment was spacious and offered
breathtaking views. Being self-contained we easily made this our home
away from home for a few luxurious days by the sea.
The mornings started slow. We walked for hours, exploring the
shoreline and climbing rocks. We found a sweet caffeine fix at Irons &
Craig on the main street, including yummy sourdough donuts and mugs
of latte. With more to explore, we browsed the quaint lifestyle shops
and kept walking onwards to the Lighthouse to count dolphins from the
hills, there were so many!.
Afternoons were lazy. We bought Trivia Pursuit at the local op shop so
enjoyed challenging our minds (with wine in hand) all whilst enjoying
the view. We heard the fishing was a must, so thanks to the local bait
shop, we loaded up the kids with a bag of prawns and a fishing rod to
try our luck. We got lots of nibbles but no fish – it was a very good test
of patience (mainly for hubby!).
Evening views are spectacular from the iconic Pacific Hotel (and the
footy was on!) so ‘Happy Hour’ led to dinner and the pace was perfect,
with locals crowding the pub as the sun disappeared and the music
starting rocking.
Locals say there is one word for Yamba... "perfect". And we couldn’t
agree more.
Visit www.visitnsw.com
Visit www.thecoveyamba.com

@havenhub
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Words: Anastasia White & Belinda Glindemann

BY THE TIME YOU TURN 20, YOU’VE SPENT THE VAST MAJORITY
OF YOUR LIFETIME LEARNING. BUT DON’T THINK THAT BECAUSE
YOU’RE 30, 40, 50 OR EVEN 60 THAT LEARNING SHOULD EVER
STOP. LIKE THE OLD SAYING GOES, IF YOU DON’T USE IT, YOU’LL
LOSE IT. KEEP THE LEFT AND RIGHT SIDES OF YOUR BRAIN
SHARP WITH SOME OF THESE IDEAS…
There’s a theory that says the two hemispheres of the human brain control
vastly different types of thought. People who are “left-brained” are said to be
more logical, analytical and objective while those “right-brained” among us
are said to be more intuitive, creative, thoughtful and subjective.
While the left- vs right-brain theory might be just that – a theory (even a
myth) – what is true is that your brain is a muscle that needs to be trained.
When you consider ‘learning’ and ‘education’, many think of school kids,
oversized hats and loaded backpacks. But learning shouldn’t be limited to the
early years. Learning is something to be enjoyed throughout our entire lives.
And just like legs’ day at the gym, you don’t want to skip training your brain
via learning. According to Alzheimer’s Australia, keeping your brain active is
important to keep it functioning well.
“Scientists have found that challenging the brain with new activities helps
to build new brain cells and strengthen connections between them,” the
Alzheimer’s Australia website states. “This helps to give the brain more
‘reserve’ or ‘back up’ so that it can cope better and keep working properly if
any brain cells are damaged or die.
“Mental exercise may also protect against accumulation of damaging proteins
in the brains of people with Alzheimer’s disease.
“As we grow older we tend to prefer doing the things we’ve always done,
tasks that we are familiar with - and that’s understandable - but the brain
benefits by having to tackle something it doesn’t know. It could be learning
a new language, taking up a new sport, doing a course in something you’ve
always wanted to do - anything really, as long as it’s learning something new.
“Challenge yourself often and keep learning new things throughout life. Higher
levels of mental activity throughout life are consistently associated with better
brain function and reduced risk of cognitive decline and dementia.”
So, which hemisphere of your brain could you sharpen? What is that ‘thing’,
that ‘something different’, that will have the muscle in your skull learning
something new? Here are some ideas suited to each hemisphere…

LEFT BRAIN: MUSIC

The thought of starting music lessons probably takes you back to the days of
dreaded piano lessons, squeaky clarinets and school band. But music is actually
a great skill to pick up as an adult. Not only is it satisfying to create the music to
people’s ears, but it’s the brain’s equivalent of a full body workout.
“Learning an instrument strengthens the corpus callosum, which is a bundle
of nerve fibres connecting the left and right hemispheres of the brain,” says
Georgie from Byron Community College. “It’s one of the only skills to combine
the linguistic and mathematical precision of the left side of the brain with the
creative domain of the right side.”
The result? Musicians are more than just skilled performers – they have above
average abilities in executive functioning, problem solving, memory and more!
Alongside the mental health benefits of learning, adult education is also a
great way to build confidence, interact socially and meet some new friends.

RIGHT BRAIN: PAINTING/ART

It’s not often in life that you get something for free but that’s exactly what
Ironlak Art & Design is offering local learners – free art sessions!
The Brisbane-based global art supplies company invites art enthusiasts of
all levels to join in art classes at their flagship Queen Street Mall store in the
Brisbane CBD every week. There is a broad mix of free sessions and paid art
classes available, allowing participants to express their creativity and flex their
creative muscle (the right side, of course!) in a non-judgmental space, as you'll
see in the images above.
Ironlak creative director Luke Shirlaw says their classes are designed for
participants of all ages and all levels – right from kids up to professionals.
“It doesn’t matter if you’ve never even picked up a marker before. Our classes
are taught by a variety of artists who guide participants through the process
of making art in their chosen medium,” Luke says. “We love seeing people
come to our classes who are unsure of their ability with a paint brush, aerosol
paint or even a pencil. Our artists provide a relaxed lesson and help them
unwind, open up and have fun! This allows class participants to leave with not
only new skills, but also a piece of art that many say they’ll be featuring in
their own homes."
Ironlak Art & Design’s July class list offers an impressive array of art mediums
including pencil drawing, watercolours, Ironlak ‘Pump Action’ paint markers,
graphic markers, charcoal, pastels, acrylic paint, aerosol paint and mixed
media. Art sessions are free (with equipment supplied) while hosted art
classes require payment. Bookings for all are via the Eventbrite website.

Byron Community College runs vocational and general courses throughout the
year and has some great music classes coming up in Term 3.

“July’s lineup includes some really exciting art classes with amazing Brisbane
artists including Elana Mullaly, Buttons and The Brightsiders,” Luke says.
“Ultimately, we want to help people of all backgrounds discover their inner
artist and enhance the world through creativity – whatever their level of
artistic expertise."

Visit www.byroncollege.org.au or phone 02 6684 3374

Visit www.ironlak.com
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LEFT BRAIN: CODING
Coding is the language of connections – it connects us to a fast-adapting
world, helps us understand the global business environment and sharpens
our technical brain. Learning to code can expand brain functions like
reasoning and problem solving better than any puzzle or game, and offers
the ability to work on a variety of tasks and problems as each project is
different and requires a unique solution. Plus, doesn’t it feel good to use a
different corner of your brain?
Understanding programming fundamentals and scripting will help you
understand the types of work that can be automated and the value of
automation – a crucial skill considering the business world moves incredibly
fast. And, we’re sure you’ve noticed, but no job is one-dimensional; people
are adapting as quick as the workplace is growing. Outside the world of
software engineers and front-end developers, there are a number of jobs
that benefit from knowing how to code. Whether you work in law, finance or
marketing industries, jobs are becoming more tech focused and you’ll need
the skills to adapt and stay relevant.
Whether you’re keen to learn how to build a web app, or just want to brush
up on some Javascript, the Coder Factory Academy has a range of courses.
Check out one of their free info sessions to see what all the hype is about.
Visit www.coderacademy.edu.au

RIGHT BRAIN: POTTERY
The tactile nature of clay – getting mud under your nails and shaping a
lifeless blob into a work of art with your bare hands – provides a rewarding
right-brain learning experience. Most people will remember playing with
modeling clay, even Play-Doh, as a kid. For many adults, clay play is not
common but it’s a great new experience to master. And there are hidden
benefits in this right-brain-training experience: amazing bespoke homewares!
One of the newest pottery studios to open in Brisbane, The Ceramic House,
is a passion project of mother and daughter potters Charlie and Mieke De
Deyne, aka “Mas and Meik”.
“Each of us has an innate desire, tracing back to childhood, to dig our hands
deep into sticky-icky mud and squish it all about,” Charlie says. “We can take
that desire even further and have the most amateur student walking out of
The Ceramic House with their new favourite bowl.”
Based at Newstead, The Ceramic House is designed for everyone, from
those who’ve never touched clay before, right up to the professionals. Mas
and Meik initially guide class members through hand building and/or pottery
wheel throwing techniques and provide clay inspo. Once your masterpiece
has gone through its first firing, you’ll be invited back to enjoy a glazing class.
A second fire and your new fave bowl, vase, plate (or whatever!) is done.
“Seeing as ceramics is an endless craft, we see endless possibilities from
having people of all experience working together in a shared, open space.”
Visit www.theceramichouse.studio

LEFT BRAIN: LANGUAGE
Would you like to feel a little smarter, help your kids with their French
homework or just be able to sing along to that Latin music that you love?
“As our local schools expand their LOTE programs it becomes increasingly
apparent that learning a foreign language has a lot of advantages, and not
just for kids,” says Pablo from The Language Academy at Mermaid Beach.
“Imagine taking that once-in-a-lifetime trip to your dream destination – how
much richer would the experience be if you were able to chat to locals and
make truly personal connections? Most us would be pretty chuffed even if we
could just order a beer.”
The Language Academy is one of the only language schools between
Brisbane and Byron Bay to offer such a wide range of languages. With an
enthusiastic community of teachers it’s no surprise that student Amanda
Attard and her daughter were able to find their feet on a recent trip to Spain.
“We enjoyed being able to put what we had learnt into practice, and we were
able to speak enough to be understood!” says Amanda.
Visit www.thelanguageacademy.com.au or phone 07 5578 6838

@havenhub
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The next step?

THIRTEEN YEARS OF FORMAL EDUCATION IS A LONG TIME. WHEN WE DO SEND
OUR LITTLE PEOPLE OFF ON THAT BIG NEW ADVENTURE, HOW DO WE KNOW
THAT THE TIMING IS RIGHT?
Possibly the most daunting task in every parent’s
life is making the decision about the right time
to send our precious babies off to ‘big’ school.
There are so many views, opinions and options
to consider when making this decision, which is
what makes it a difficult one.

• Social development: Friendships shape who we
are today and help start the learning process.
Children need an ability to interact respectfully
and positively with their peers. Being able to
express emotions to seek help or support when
needed is important.

Bright Horizons Australia Childcare general
manger Tamir Tukino says every child is different
and parents need to remember that individuality
is the key.

• Communication development: Children need
to be able to communicate. It is the key to
interacting with people in their world and
to have their needs met. Early language
development, whether it is verbal or non verbal,
is crucial to be a successful learner.

“All children progress at their own pace,” Tamir
says. “Just because one child is ready at a certain
age doesn’t mean that they all are. We need to
remember that every child is unique.”
Perhaps your child can count and write but is that
enough to be ready for big school? Preparation
is priceless. Early childhood settings, including
childcare centres, can offer so much valuable
information. Approaching your early childhood
educator for guidance is a great place to start.
Here are some of the many considerations you
should contemplate:

• Self-help development: Independence makes a
child very proud. “I can do it by myself” is such
a powerful statement. Being autonomous and
independent makes it possible for children to
function in the world, enabling them to make
appropriate decisions and solve daily problems
and challenges.
• Finally, are your children ready to explore
extended learning areas? Do they want to pick
up a pen to write? Is there an interest in new

I LOVE ACNE!

I know it sounds ridiculous
but helping fix acne is really
one of life’s great pleasures.
You can heal it and I have
studied it long enough to know
that regardless of type; a teen
or an adult with endometriosis
or PCOD, our products and
treatment plans work.

- Nurse Sam Keim

literacy skills? Can they concentrate and be
attentive?
On that day when your child takes their first steps
into the big school yard with an oversized school
bag on their little back, it is a proud moment to
watch. This can be an emotional time and tears
often trickle down parents’ faces – a moment of
sadness to see them go but a moment of joy to
see how much they have grown. As they start
their journey of learning, know that your children
will do wonderful things in their lives.
Visit www.bhchildcare.com.au

LINDISFARNE
ANGLICAN GRAMMAR SCHOOL

2018 PRESCHOOL
ENROLMENTS NOW OPEN
Please join us for our next
Principal’s Tour
Tuesday, 15 August at 9.00am
Sunshine Avenue Campus
Tweed Heads South
For more information visit www.lindisfarne.nsw.edu.au

DON’T
SUFFER

call to make a
consultation to
start your journey
to clear skin

SKIN
M AT T E R S
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WWW.SKINMATTERS.NET.AU l 07 5576 4066

Suite 1/47 W Burleigh Rd, Burleigh Heads

Phone 07 5590 5099 or
email enrolments@lindisfarne.nsw.edu.au

education
WE ASKED KIDS, WHAT DO
YOU LOVE ABOUT SCHOOL?
WHAT IS SPECIAL ABOUT
YOUR TEACHER?
Bridie, aged 12: I love that school gives
me a chance to meet new people and
make new friends that I wouldn’t meet
otherwise. My teacher takes time to get
to know all his students individually and
cares a great deal about them, he also
takes time to recognise my strengths and
weaknesses and help me strengthen or
improve them.

Teachers rule!

NEXT TO PARENTS, TEACHERS HAVE ONE OF THE HARDEST GIGS IN THE UNIVERSE.
TO CELEBRATE OUR KIDS’ TEACHERS AND SHOW THEM SOME GRATITUDE, CHECK
OUT HAVEN’S FAVOURITE TEACHER COMPETITION…
Did you know teachers are leaving their
profession in significant numbers, with figures
from the Australian Bureau of Statistics showing
more than half of those with a teaching degree
not currently working in education? And
Federal Government research conducted in
2014 estimates that 20 per cent of education
graduates do not even register as teachers on
graduating – many teachers leave their careers
before they even begin them.

The haven team (all parents of school-aged
kids) thought it was time we celebrated these
wonderful humans – those people who take
the hands of our tiny balls of Preppy shyness
and turn them into proud, confident Year 12
students ready to take on the world. Teachers
really are amazing. And we want to know about
your amazing teacher!

And we haven’t forgotten about you either!
The readers who nominate the five finalists

Annabelle, aged 6: I love the teacher, the
people and I love my friends. My teacher
is always nice, funny and smiley and she
loves to play soccer!

in our competition will each receive a $100
voucher to spend at Ironlak Art & Design. There
are brand new Ironlak Art & Design stores at
Westfield Chermside and Westfield Garden City
with Ironlak’s flagship store in Brisbane’s Queen
Street Mall (and of course, you can find Ironlak’s
professional quality, low-cost art supplies
online).
We are also very excited to have national
parenting blogger School Mum judging our
finalists in search of haven’s favourite teacher.
Literally a school mum herself, School Mum
Sam Jockel is also keen to show gratitude to
our teachers who work in one of the most
challenging professions of them all.

HAVEN’S FAVOURITE
TEACHER COMPETITION
To celebrate teachers in all their glory, we
want you to nominate your fave teacher for
the chance to win them a weekend away. Yes,
your teacher works very hard so wouldn’t it be
amazing to be able to give them a weekend
off, in the ULTIQA Resort of their choice?
ULTIQA Resorts set the standard for SouthEast Queensland holidays with five exclusive
properties across South-East Queensland. The
winning teacher’s ULTIQA accommodation prize
is valued at $610.

Quinn, aged 10: I like the sport program
because it makes me healthy and
sometimes it includes teamwork which
helps me with my skills and it is very
enjoyable. My teacher is calm and relaxed
by still does a good job at teaching and
making sure I understand things.

VOTE !
NOW

W I N!

To enter our competition, jump on the haven
magazine website and following the links. We
simply need you to tell us in 25 words or less
why your teacher is the best. Entries close
August 10. Full T&Cs are online.
Visit www.havenmagazine.com.au
Visit www.ultiqaresorts.com.au
Visit www.ironlak.com		
Visit www.schoolmum.net

@havenhub
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Learning just got fun

FORGET HIDING VEGGIES IN YOUR KIDS’ FOOD – HIDING LEARNING
EXPERIENCES IN FUN AND FABULOUS KIDDIE GAMES IS ANOTHER
BRILLIANT PARENTING TIP! HERE ARE SOME OF THE BEST FUN
LEARNING GAMES AROUND, FROM OUR FRIENDS AT LIME TREE KIDS.

Orchard Toys' Alphabet
Lotto Game, $39.95

Janod
Magnetibook,
$34.95

ThinkFun Zingo!
Word Builder game,
$42.95

DJECO Moza Boo wooden mosaic owl puzzle, $35.95

A mum of two and owner of kiddieheaven Lime Tree Kids, Shelley Mason
knows a thing or two about games.
Here are Shelley’s fave card games,
all available at Lime Tree Kids:
1. Scholastic cards: I love these
because they have real-life images,
are much larger and super thick/
sturdy.

650-piece Counting and
Sorting Kit, $139.95

Code Master
Programming
Logic game,
$49.95

SHELLEY’S FAVE CARD GAMES

2. Fairy snap: This has always been
a favourite in our home. My daughter
and I still play it five years on!
3. Colour snap: It’s awesome as it
helps kids recognise similar colours
and is easy to play, boosting self
esteem.
4. Red dog blue dog: A solid family
favourite of ours for more than eight
years! We have played this game and
adapted it since our kids were tiny.
Visit www.limetreekids.com.au or
44/38 Kendor St, Arundel

EARLY LEARNING
CENTRE VACANCIES

LIMITED VACANCIES
AVAILABLE FOR 2018
Coomera Anglican College
offers an outstanding Pre-Prep
Programme with a direct
entry to the College.
Secure your place NOW!
Call 5585 9925 to register or
see our website for details
www.cac.qld.edu.au
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Teaching around the world

Words: Nicholas Grech

MANY OF US FORGET TO STEP BACK AND
REALISE HOW LUCKY WE ARE HERE IN
AUSTRALIA TO HAVE ACCESS TO FREE
HIGH-QUALITY EDUCATION, WHICH HAS
THE POTENTIAL TO CHANGE OUR LIVES.
As someone who works across the media
and education spaces I’ve met my fair share
of people who don’t value education. I know
my friends and colleagues who are teaching
in schools would agree that it can be quite
difficult to convince kids of how lucky they are
to be able to come to school.

While I am reaping the benefits of having an
Australian education, it’s interesting and eye
opening to understand more about the harsh
reality facing kids in countries where access
to education is limited. haven sat down with
two amazing local Brisbane women who have
taught in countries that aren’t as developed as
Australia to hear their insights…

UGANDA
Sarah Kickbusch is a primary school teacher
who worked as a volunteer teacher in Uganda
for 11 months in a program that enabled
orphaned kids to access education.
“They structured the intake to the school
according to ability so if you were aged 9 and
came in without being able to read and write,
you would go into a Prep class,” Sarah says.
“You would end up with 18 year olds finishing
primary school and you’d have a mix of ages
learning together.”

Sarah says teaching in Uganda reminded her
of the great advantages we have in wealthy
countries such as Australia. Sarah recalls how
many of the kids would speak about being so
hungry before school that they would even eat
dirt to feel full.
“In Australia, kids have access to iPads, tablets
and computers in the classroom. We had
generator power to run a set of computers that
the kids would use for half an hour a week,”
Sarah says. “We were really big on telling the
kids that everybody deserves an education.
These kids were orphans and had lost their
families due to Aids and war, but had been
taken into a program that enabled them to be
educated.”

CAMBODIA & FIJI
Brisbane-based lawyer Shalini Nandan-Singh
always wanted to volunteer overseas and
found her stride teaching English in Cambodia
and Fiji. Her experiences teaching overseas are
just as eye opening as Sarah’s as they provide
a look into a world that is geographically closer
than Uganda, but still so far from life here in
Australia.
Having grown up in Australia and teaching at
TAFE, Shalini says there is a real difference
teaching in countries that are not as developed
as Australia. There were no laptops, no
computers – you were lucky if there was a
whiteboard.

“However, education is a real priority and the
kids are all respectful and very eager to learn,”
Shalini says. “In Cambodia, school runs in halfday sessions because the children have to go
and work for the other half of the day.”
“I found that children really valued the
opportunity to be educated because it was
so hard fought for. The kids understood how
important it was,” Shalini says. “I was moved
by it because here in Australia there is an
entitlement mentality, like education is owed
to you.”
When reflecting on her time helping kids
overseas, Shalini says it was very rewarding
and a beautiful experience that changed her
life.
While we Aussies can get so wrapped up in
wanting to do well, sometimes we should step
back and remember that we’re actually just so
lucky to be able to even go to school.

Royal Pines
Progressive Dinner
RACV Royal Pines Resort is offering a 3 Course
Progressive Dinner on Friday & Saturday evenings.
This progressive dinner allows diners to experience three of our
award winning restaurants at their leisure. Evening includes:
• Entrée
• Mains
• Dessert

- Sushi in Arakawa Japanese Restaurant
- Pizza or Pasta in Trattoria Amici Restaurant
- Served in Videre Bar

Price:
Time:

$59 per person
Friday & Saturday evenings from 6pm

Bookings essential. Phone 07 5597 8700.
Subject to availability.

RACV Royal Pines Resort
Ross Street, Benowa, QLD
www.racv.com.au/royalpines

@havenhub
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Opportunities galore

LEARNING YOUR CHILD HAS AUTISM CAN BE A DAUNTING AND OVERWHELMING
EXPERIENCE. RESEARCH SHOWS THAT INTERVENTION AT AN EARLY AGE CAN MAKE A
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE.
What is autism? What does it mean for your
child? And how can you best support them?
These are just some of the questions parents
of newly diagnosed children are seeking the
answers to.
Autism is a lifelong developmental disorder
affecting the way a person communicates
and relates to those around them. It affects
people in three main areas, known as the
triad of impairments: social interaction, social
communication and social imagination.
It is also a spectrum condition, which means
while all people with autism will share certain
areas of difficulty, their condition will affect them
in different ways. Your child may find it difficult
to make eye contact with others, have delayed
or repetitive language, or even take language
literally.
Social imagination affects a child’s ability to
think flexibly and as a result your child may be
rigid with certain routines, like driving to school
the same way or a procedure for preparing
for bed. Some may fixate on a particular item,
activity or topic. This can be an issue if it affects

14
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your child’s ability to learn new skills or engage
in other activities, however, for others, it can be
a real strength.
No matter how autism affects your child, it is
important to remember that they may want
friends and to socialise, but for some, it does not
come naturally. They may need to be explicitly
taught these skills. Your child may have delayed
language or speak with unusual or repetitive
language. They may have difficulties approaching
others and starting conversations. Some
individuals with autism take language literally
and as a result find it difficult to understand
sarcasm or metaphors.
While there is no known cause or cure for
autism, there are steps you can take to
ensure your child has the best opportunity
to reach their full potential. A program that
provides specialist support to develop your
child’s essential life skills, independence and
confidence, will give them the opportunity to
achieve the best outcomes.
Focussing on children in the pre-school
years (aged two to six), AEIOU Foundation

provides evidence-based early intervention to
children with autism and their families. They
offer individual programs in a group setting,
delivered by transdisciplinary teams of behaviour
therapists, occupational therapists, speech
pathologists and educators – all of whom are
autism-specific trained.
Their family-centred service focuses on
supporting and upskilling parents, carers and key
support workers to achieve shared end goals.
They also provide families with assistance to
transition to the National Disability Insurance
Scheme. There are nine AEIOU centres across
the country, including three in Brisbane (Nathan,
Bray Park and Camira) and one on the Gold
Coast.
Visit www.aeiou.org.au
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The best start

CUBBY CARE KNOWS THE IMPORTANCE OF A CHILD’S EARLY YEARS WHICH IS WHY
THEY’VE INCORPORATED LEADING EARLY START PROGRAMS IN THEIR OFFERING.
We all know that our child’s physical and mental
development starts from a young age – that’s
why many of us were told that we couldn’t give
up those dreaded but “important” dance lessons,
piano classes or team sports in primary school.

kids, recent studies indicate that the best time
for a child to learn another language is in the
first four years of life. During these years the
foundations of thinking, language and attitudes
are all laid.

But did you know that the foundations for handeye coordination, fine and gross motor skills, and
imagination and creativity can start to be laid
before your child’s first birthday?

According to research, the trillions of
connections in a baby’s brain decline as they
grow, meaning that the early years are the best
time for children to learn through doing and
having fun in a relaxed environment.

Let’s start with the physical stuff. Planned
physical activity in the early years is as much
about developing healthy attitudes as it is about
hand-eye coordination and gross motor skill
development.
A study by the Federal Government recommends
that toddlers (aged one to three years) and
pre-schoolers (aged three to five) should be
physically active for three hours throughout the
day, every day, while infants under one should
be encouraged to take part in daily physical
activities like supervised floor-based play.
Along with regular exercise, children can benefit
greatly from learning a language – even as early
as three-years-old! While most of us think that
learning another language is something for older

Creative arts like music, dance and drama are
also fundamental in early childhood development
– they ensure that learning is fun and engaging
while forming strong connections between the
body and the brain.
Studies show that music helps children learn
more effectively, developing social and emotional
skills like self-confidence, collaboration and
sharing, along with creativity and fine and gross
motor skills – it truly is a channel through which
all cognitive content can be taught.
With this information in mind, Cubby Care Early
Learning Tarragindi offers Early Start Programs
to provide specialised learning for little ones,
delivered by professionals.
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“It’s a really cool program for the children,
encouraging a variety of sports and other skills
to develop our children’s awareness, health and
team work,” says Cubby Care Tarragindi centre
manager Kate Edwards.
Cubby Care aims to enhance programs under
the Early Years Learning Frameworks, while
being committed to Goal 2 of the Melbourne
Declaration by supporting all young Australians
to become successful learners, confident and
creative individuals and active and informed
citizens.
Visit www.cubbycare.com.au

win

A VIP FAMILY
EXPERIENCE AT
THE COATES
HIRE IPSWICH
SUPERSPRINT

win

A FAMILY NIGHT
AWAY AT
RYDGES HOTEL
SOUTH BANK

win
1 OF 2

BOBBY G
BOMBER
JACKETS

Perfect for a family getaway, the
Family Matters package at Rydges
Hotel puts guests in the heart of
the South Bank precinct just a
short stroll away from the Parklands (with Streets
Beach and Aquativity), QPAC, the Queensland
Museum and Gallery of Modern Art’s Children’s Art
Centre.
THE PRIZE: Overnight accommodation for a
family of four, complimentary breakfast in
Bacchus restaurant, valet parking for one car and
children’s movie tray for up to two children
(12 years and under, on arrival). Valued at $500
www.rydges.com

Bobby G Baby Wear creates simple, minimal
designs for your little loves. The range includes
a capsule of comfortable rompers, leggings,
jackets, sweat-shirts and tees for cool kids
aged 0-6 years. Their classic cut unisex bomber
jacket is lined with high quality cotton padding
featuring a gold zip accent, elasticised ribbed
neck and waist detail, and gathered back detail.

The Disney/Pixar Cars Pit Stop
and Lightning McQueen are
coming back! In celebration of
the release of Disney/Pixar's
Cars 3, the Cars Pit Stop is the
ultimate racing destination
for families of all ages at the
Virgin Australia Supercars Championship events
this year. With activities for all ages, fans will
see the new-look Lightning McQueen plus Mack
the Transporter on show, creating the perfect
backdrop for a family selfie!

THE PRIZE: 1 x Bomber Jacket in your choice
of size (1-6) and colour (khaki, maroon or
burnt orange). Valued at $66 each

THE PRIZE: 1 x family pass (four tickets) which
includes 3-day Trackside tickets with Paddock
access to the Coates Hire Ipswich SuperSprint,
July 28-30. Valued at $640

www.bobbygbabywear.com

www.supercars.com/ipswich

For your chance to win please register online at www.havenmagazine.com.au/WIN and follow the links. Click on the prize you would like to win and complete the online entry
form. Entries close July 20, 2017. Only winners will be notified. Good luck! Entrants' details may be shared with giveaway sponsor and then kept under haven's lock and key.
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ENROL NOW

Cubby Care Tarragindi is focused on
developing your child’s learning through
enhanced Early Start Programs offered
FREE to all Children.

& receive a FREE
$50 FUEL VOUCHER
(conditions apply)

15 months to School age.
Before/after School and
Vacation care available.
Degree Qualified Kindergarten Teachers.
Kindergarten approved program Qualified Educators.
Free bus service - pick up and drop off from home.
Meals and Nappies supplied.
Music lessons twice a week.
Yoga classes / Physikids / Spanish Lessons.

ENQUIRE NOW
07 3848 6938
43 Pope Street
Tarragindi Qld 4121
16
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TSS goes back to basics
AS THE WELL-KNOWN SAYING GOES,
“THE SIMPLE THINGS IN LIFE ARE OFTEN
THE BEST” AND THIS IS PROVEN AT THE
SOUTHPORT SCHOOL.

A photo recently dug out of The Southport School
(TSS) archives shows junior students in 1912
enjoying a simple outdoor play experience. Today,
the school’s students can be seen getting that
same enjoyment from ‘the simple things in life’
through TSS’s The Rainforest program.
The program, coordinated by Learning Support
teaching assistants Rosemary Wallace and Holly
Nixon, is a strategy to promote student health as
well as social and emotional wellbeing. Students
are welcome in The Rainforest Mondays through
Thursdays during both play breaks to enjoy a
range of garden-related activities. Whether it’s
planting, digging, raking, taking care of chickens,
making paths or building garden beds, The
Rainforest provides an opportunity for kids to
have an active experience unlike anything offered
by common ballgames played at break times,
practising balance, dexterity and teamwork as
they go. The idea was born out of The Prep
School’s recognition of the value of providing
outdoor learning spaces that engage students
socially, creatively and physically.

Gardens and garden-based activities are
becoming increasingly popular as vehicles for
strengthening school communities and promoting
student wellbeing, a trend driven by evidence
from overseas and here in Australia. The research
shows that school gardens break down social
barriers and provide therapeutic benefits to
students with learning and behavioural difficulties,
whilst also assisting to address positivity and
wellbeing.
“Based on our own experience and the feedback
from other teaching staff and parents, the
program has had a very positive outcome for our
students overall,” Holly says.
In our competitive, digital world, getting back
to our roots (pun intended) in the natural
environment becomes increasingly important for
young students.
“It really promotes friendship through teamwork
and a mutual care and consideration of nature,”
Rosemary says. “Students who attend The
Rainforest during their break time do so at their
own choosing, and it’s especially nice to see boys
across year groups collaborating.”
The teaching assistants say the boys particularly
love moving and manoeuvring bricks to build
small walls, make pathways and garden borders.

“The goal is to
encourage students
to make independent
decisions, whether it’s about
site development or delegating
tasks, which helps to foster student ownership
and responsibility,” Holly says. “We’ve seen such
an improvement since the program began – it’s
really goes to show that the simple things often
work the best.”
Visit www.thesouthportschool.com

Dentists, for life
At Maven Dental Group we understand that
sometimes life just happens.

18

So when the need arises for a little maintenance
or repair, or you’d just like to treat yourself, we’ll
keep you smiling by offering you an easy
payment option. So ask us how.

Apply online now at
mavendental.com.au/interestfree

MONTHS

INTEREST FREE*
- NO DEPOSIT

mavendental.com.au

Credit approved applicants only; fees, terms and conditions apply including a $99 Annual Fee, charged on the account open date and annually on the anniversary of the account open date. Minimum
finance amount $600. Interest is payable on any balance outstanding after the Interest Free term. Ask in store for details. Credit provided by Lombard Finance Pty Ltd ABN 31 099 651 877 Australian Credit
Licence number 247415 (Lombard). Lombard® is a trademark of Lombard. Lombard is a subsidiary of FlexiGroup Limited.

*
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Clever kids’ money

ALL PARENTS WANT THE BEST FOR THEIR
KIDS’ FUTURES. HERE’S AN IDEA THAT IS
DEFINITELY THE BEST WHEN IT COMES
TO SECURING A GREAT FINANCIAL START
FOR THEM.
From the moment children enter the world,
parents and grandparents alike want to do
everything in their power to ensure the best
possible scenario for their upbringing and future,
and this is often expressed in the form of a kid’s
savings account.

The theory goes that when the child or grandchild
goes off into the world they will have an attractive
20-year-old nest egg to begin their adult life with.
A deposit on their first home, university fees, gap
year travel, whatever it is that the fund is used
for the gift-giver can know they have parted with
something that is truly life changing.
While the above scenario is a heart warming one,
there are a few key things to making it a success
and given the rarity in which we get to sit down
and plan a 20-year long investment, there is every
reason to make it a successful exercise.
There is no denying that new parents are
extremely time poor and often cash strapped thus
it is very important that the investment strategy

is simple, consistent and, where possible, it’s
automated. Done right, the financial burden can
be painless and unnoticeable.
An iInvest for kids program is exactly that. In one
brief meeting you can open an account, arrange
an automated contribution system at a value you
can afford and a frequency that suits you and
then let the team at iInvest do the rest. When
your balance accumulates, iInvest will purchase a
parcel of high-yielding, blue chip shares for your
kid’s account

KIDDIE SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
Many banks offer savings accounts specifically
designed for children, to not only encourage
saving from a young age but also an opportunity
to learn about the power of compounding and
how banks work. With current interest rates
on children's savings accounts siting at around
2.5 per cent, a $50 monthly contribution over
a 20-year period nets a return of approximately
$19,000 (assuming a yearly inflation rate of 2.1
per cent).

iINVEST INSTEAD
As an alternative to money sitting in a lowyielding bank account, the Australian share
market has netted a compound return of 10.26

per cent over the last 20 years. The same $50
monthly contribution to an iInvest for Kids
account where regular parcels of blue chip shares
are purchased, would have netted a return of
approximately $45,000 over the same 20-year
period. The process is not only financially viable,
but teaches the child an invaluable life lesson in
savings and investment.
Talk to an iInvest financial adviser about securing
your child's financial future.
Visit www.iinvestsecurities.com.au
iInvest Securities is an Authorised Representative (#431611)
of Zodiac Securities. This is information is general advice and
does not take into account your personal circumstances.
Historical financial returns are not indicative of future
financial returns"
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We ignite a passion for learning, inspiring
children to be curious, self-motivated and
enthusiatic participants in their education
and within a global community.
SMARTER KIDS KINDERGARTENS &
PRESCHOOLS OFFER:
• Free make-up days when your child misses a day
• Free healthy meals prepared by a qualified chef
• Extracurricular activities for all children
• Long day care hours
• Caring for children from 6 weeks to 6 years
• Degree qualified educators at each centre

Best Educators. Best Curriculum.
Best Start in Life
CALL 1300 3 KINDY to book a tour at your local centre

www.smarterkids.com.au
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AT A CONVENIENT LOCATION NEAR YOU:

COOMERA, MAUDSLAND, MERRIMAC, NERANG,
ROBINA, AND GEORGE ST, BRISBANE

education

Teachable moments count

LESSONS ARE NOT ALWAYS LEARNT
IN THE CLASSROOM. COOMERA
ANGLICAN COLLEGE EDUCATORS ARE
ALWAYS FINDING WAYS TO TEACH
THEIR YOUNGEST STUDENTS THOSE
IMPORTANT LIFE LESSONS AROUND
SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE.
Educators at Coomera Anglican College’s Early
Learning Centre, like all teachers, are focused on
developing their students’ general intelligence.
But it’s developing the children’s social and
emotional intelligence that’s paramount at
this age.

Coomera Anglican College Early Learning Centre
director Jenny Rees says that when the centre’s
children are playing outside, educators work with
them on the types of play that they are choosing.
“Many children initiate play situations surrounding
‘goodies and baddies’ and ‘heroes and villains’,”
Jenny explains. “Whilst there is nothing wrong in
their choice as the villain or the baddie, it does
point out that young children are not able to
distinguish between their fantasy world and that
of the real world.
“The superhero who physically fights for justice
defeating the villain is always good, however,

much of our time here in the Early Learning
Centre is spent on teaching the children about
‘gentle hands’ and using words to resolve conflict.
There is a very mixed up message being portrayed
to young children.”
Jenny says the centre’s focus with the children is
to develop their social and emotional skills so that
when they are presented with a difficult situation
they are able to use a number of different
strategies to resolve issues.
“Emotional skills are about learning to manage
and express feelings appropriately,” she says.
“Social skills are about relating to others. They
involve being able to be a friend, to negotiate
our needs and difficulties, to be assertive without
being aggressive and to relate effectively with
adults and peers. Without social and emotional
skills children cannot learn as effectively and
cannot make the most of their learning.
“This is the responsibility of every person
who has a stake in each child’s life - not the
sole responsibility of one single component.
Unfortunately it is not good enough to say that
children learn these skills from the way we treat
them and the modelling we do. They need to be
taught as teachable moments when they occur
especially in the early years.”

For example, Jenny says that when her educators
see a child acting aggressively to another child,
rather than just stopping the act, they take
advantage of the teachable moment to listen and
talk with both children about how they are feeling
and help them find ways to express their feelings
and needs.
“When watching cartoons or shows involving
physical violence, it is recommended that you
talk with your child reminding them that this is
just pretend because we don’t hit or hurt others,”
Jenny suggest. “Taking the time to sit with your
child as they watch different forms of media
allows you the opportunity to embrace those
teachable moments supporting your child in their
social and emotional development.”
Visit www.cac.qld.edu.au

6 sessions for $60
Reformer Pilates . Reformer HIIT . Met.Con

info@pilatesandco.com.au | www.pilatesandco.com.au
2017 Gold Coast Hwy, Miami | 0421 175 246
pilatesandcoau

@havenhub
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Learn about the
wild life

Words: Anastasia White

SEGWAY TOURS AND KOALA CUDDLES – THAT'S JUST SOME OF
THE NEW FUN AT CURRUMBIN WILDLIFE SANCTUARY.
When you hear the words “Currumbin Wildlife Sanctuary”, most probably
think of childhoods spent feeding the bright and cheerful lorikeets. It’s unlikely
that you picture visitors rolling around on Segways or getting up close and
personal with the koalas in their own enclosures. But that’s exactly how I
spent my Sunday at the sanctuary recently, and it was definitely a day to
remember.
We arrived just in time for lunch and hit up one of the local food shops for
some of the best criss-cross fries we’ve ever sunk our teeth into. They were
so good that we completely forgot about the crocodile show we had planned
on catching, which we would end up regretting after hearing other visitors
rave about the massive crocs jumping metres out of the water for their lunch.
With a bit of time to kill before our Segway tour at 2pm, we wandered
around the park looking at our favourite Aussie animals. From wombats to
wallabies and birds big and small, there was plenty to look at. And because
the crowd was dispersed right across this massive park, it was easy to
squeeze in everything we wanted to do.
If you’re keen to see the park in a new way, there’s nothing quite like
exploring atop a Segway. We rolled around the park behind our leader Seth as
he took us to say hello to Boss Hog (a five-metre croc), two dingo brothers,
wombats, red and grey kangaroos and a snake enjoying some sun while out
of its enclosure.
After seeing some pretty (theoretically) scary animals, we opted for
something a little more low-key for our afternoon and headed over to meet
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some koalas. Led by one of the sanctuary’s many koala experts, we became
acquainted with some of the 60 koalas Currumbin Wildlife Sanctuary cares
for. It’s pretty hard to live in Australia and not have seen your fair share of
koalas, but the ‘Koala behind-the-scenes and cuddle experience' brought
me closer to them than ever before. We got to observe them eating lunch –
which, as it turns out, happens many, many times a day – from inside their
own enclosure. And as if that wasn’t enough, we then got to cuddle one and
capture the whole experience on camera!
While the Currumbin Wildlife Sanctuary crew still keep up the tradition of
lorikeet feedings every morning and afternoon, and the free lorikeet show,
they’ve also got tonnes of other activities to ensure your visit to the
sanctuary is an unforgettable day out.
Visit www.cws.org.au

fashion
Harmony Inspired
Tribal Feather capris,
$69.95

GOLD COAST-BASED ACTIVEWEAR LABEL
HARMONY INSPIRED INFLUENCES A FUN
LIFESTYLE FULL OF ADVENTURE, FITNESS
AND POSITIVE VIBES. COOL, RIGHT? SO
DON’T LET THE WINTER GET YOU DOWN.
GET UP, GET ACTIVE AND GET INSPIRED BY
THIS VIBRANT LOCAL BRAND.
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Harmony Inspired Vintage
Car sports bra, $62

Harmony Inspired boys’ boardies, $35
Harmony Inspired Pretty Peacock
adult capris $69.95

Harmony Inspired full length leggings in
Hummingbird and Moroccan Blue, $85

Harmony Inspired Boho Peach adult
capris $69.95, girls’ leggings $35,
boys’ boardies $35

Harmony Inspired is not only a label but a
community that supports you and your family
on your health and wellbeing journey by offering
motivation, inspiration, blogs, health and wellness
coaching and fabulous activewear to make you feel
confident and inspired as you workout!
Visit www.harmonyinspired.com.au

FREEl
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ORTHODONTIC TREATMENT
FOR ALL AGES

Dr Scott McNab BDSc (Qld), MDSc (Ortho) (Qld), Dento-maxillofacial Radiography (Qld)

@havenhub
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Winter feels
Country Road patchwork poncho
$159, www.countryroad.com.au

HELLO WINTER, YOU DELICIOUSLY
WOOLLY AND FASHION-FORWARD
MONTH, YOU. MAKE THE MOST OF THE
COOL CLIMATE WITH THESE HOT LOOKS.
BE FAST THOUGH – YOU’VE ONLY GOT
A SHORT TIME TO ENJOY A BEANIE AND
SCARF IN THIS PART OF THE WORLD!

Cotton On cable beanie
$5, www.cottonon.com

Milana wool felt fedora
$79.95, www.davidjones.com.au

Witchery soft textural scarf
$79.95, www.witchery.com.au

Witchery mitten gloves
$59.95, www.witchery.com.au

Happy Socks, $16.95
www.happysocks.com

JOIN
THE CLUB
Pacific Fair’s Little Paccas kids
club is great fun for little ones,
with special shows, events and
offers held each month.

Seed Heritage diamond knit beanie
$34.95, www.seedheritage.com.au

Witchery midnight check scarf
$79.95, www.witchery.com.au

To find out what’s coming
up or how you can join, visit
pacificfair.com.au

Sportsgirl puffa jacket
$149.95, www.sportsgirl.com.au
Mimco Snowdrop throw
$179, www.mimco.com.au
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Seed Heritage wool gloves
$29.95, www.seedheritage.com.au

what's on in
NOW – 2 JULY
DISNEY ON ICE PRESENTS FROZEN
Brisbane Entertainment Centre, Melaleuca Dr, Boondall
www.disneyonice.com
MR STINK LIVE ON STAGE
QUT, Gardens Theatre, 2 George St, Brisbane City
www.gardenstheatre.qut.edu.au

NOW – 3 JULY
PACIFIC FAIR JUNIOR CHEF // COWCH DESSERT PIZZA
MAKING 11am, 12pm, 1pm & 2pm
Pacific Fair Shopping Centre, Centre Court
(outside Myer), Hooker Blvd, Broadbeach
www.pacificfair.com.au

July

events

For a full list of What's on
in July, head to
www.havenmagazine.com.au
or join us for a weekly dose of
haven straight to
your inbox!

3 – 7 JULY

15 JULY

PACIFIC FAIR JUNIOR CHEF // VEGGIE GARDEN
11am, 12pm & 1pm. Pacific Fair Shopping Centre, Level
1 (near the Food Court), Hooker Blvd, Broadbeach
www.pacificfair.com.au

GOLD COAST SUNS VS COLLINGWOOD 4.35pm
Metricon Stadium, Nerang-Broadbeach Rd, Carrara
www.goldcoastfc.com.au

COAST ED SCHOOL HOLIDAY WORKSHOPS
Burleigh Heads & Palm Beach
www.griffith.edu.au/coasted

3 – 8 JULY
CINDERELLA STAGE SHOW 11am
Yeronga State High School, Auditorium,
Oakwood St, Yeronga
www.yerongashs.eq.edu.au

PBR // LAST COWBOY STANDING 7.30pm
Brisbane Entertainment Centre, Melaleuca Dr, Boondall
www.pbraustralia.com.au

18 JULY
LITTLE PACCAS KIDS’ CLUB // PAW PATROL SHOW &
WORKSHOP 9.30am – 1pm
Pacific Fair Shopping Centre, Hooker Blvd, Broadbeach
www.pacificfair.com.au

19 JULY

NOW – 7 JULY

3 – 9 JULY

IKEA // SCHOOL HOLIDAY FUN
10am – 2pm (Monday, Wednesday & Fridays)
Ikea Logan, Restaurant, 3539-3565 Pacific Hwy,
Slacks Creek
www.ikea.com.au/logan

MUSEUM OF BRISBANE KIDS // SCHOOL HOLIDAY
WORKSHOPS 10am – 4pm. Museum of Brisbane, Dome
Lounge, Level 3, City Hall, Brisbane City
www.museumofbrisbane.com.au

BRISSTYLE INC CREATIVE WORKSHOPS //
HANDLETTERING BASICS 7pm – 8.30pm
Wynnum Community Centre, 105 Florence St,
Level 1, Wynnum
www.brisstyle.com.au

4 JULY

21 – 23 JULY

DRACULA’S CABARET // NEW SHOW LAUNCH –
TERRORBYTE
Dracula’s, Hooker Blvd, Broadbeach
www.draculas.com.au

SPLENDOUR IN THE GRASS
North Byron Parklands, Tweed Valley Way, Wooyung
www.splendourinthegrass.com

NOW – 9 JULY
IRONLAK ART & DESIGN // CREATE YOUR OWN
SUPERHERO ART WORKSHOPS (DAILY)
Westfield Garden City, Level 1 (outside Ironlak Art &
Design), Cnr Logan & Kessels Rd’s, Upper Mt Gravatt
www.westfield.com.au/gardencity

6 – 7 JULY

THE BRICKMAN EXPERIENCE
Gold Coast Convention & Exhibition Centre,
2684-2690 Gold Coast Hwy, Broadbeach
www.thebrickman.com

POCKETFUL OF PEBBLES 10am & 2pm
The Arts Centre Gold Coast, The Space,
135 Bundall Rd, Surfers Paradise
www.theartscentregc.com.au

SNOW4KIDS
South Bank Piazza, South Bank Parklands
www.snow4kids.com.au

7 JULY

ARTLAB // PAPER JUNGLE 10am – 3pm
The Arts Centre Gold Coast, The Art Lab,
135 Bundall Rd, Surfers Paradise
www.theartscentregc.com.au
DAY OUT WITH THOMAS
The Workshops Rail Museum, North St, North Ipswich
www.theworkshops.qm.qld.gov.au

NOW – 3 SEP
MARVEL: CREATING THE CINEMATIC UNIVERSE
GOMA, Stanley Pl, South Bank
www.qagoma.qld.gov.au
MATHAMAZING
Sciencentre, Level 1, Cnr Grey & Melbourne St’s,
South Bank
www.sciencentre.qm.qld.gov.au

TEEN RETREAT 9am – 4.30pm
Func Fitness, 1/20 Junction Rd, Burleigh Heads
www.facebook.com/funcfitness
THE STAMP SESSIONS 5pm – 8pm
The Arts Centre Gold Coast, The Basement,
135 Bundall Rd, Surfers Paradise
www.theartscentregc.com.au

7 – 16 JULY
VIVA SURFERS PARADISE
Various locations, Surfers Paradise
www.surfersparadise.com

7 – 30 JULY
QUEENSLAND MUSIC FESTIVAL
Various locations, Brisbane
www.qmf.org.au

1 JULY

8 JULY

GOLD COAST SUNS VS NORTH MELBOURNE 4.35pm
Metricon Stadium, Nerang-Broadbeach Rd, Carrara
www.goldcoastfc.com.au

GLOW 5pm – 10pm
Evandale Lake, Gold Coast Cultural Precinct,
135 Bundall Rd, Surfers Paradise
www.cityofgoldcoast.com.au/glow

1 – 2 JULY
GOLD COAST AIRPORT MARATHON + JUNIOR DASH
Various locations, Gold Coast
www.goldcoastmarathon.com.au

1, 5 + 8 JULY
PACIFIC FAIR JUNIOR CHEF // KRISPY KREME
DOUGHNUT DECORATING
10am, 11am, 12pm, 1pm & 2pm. Pacific Fair Shopping
Centre, Krispy Kreme, Hooker Blvd, Broadbeach
www.pacificfair.com.au

8 – 9 JULY
GOLD COAST PET & ANIMAL EXPO 9am – 4pm
Gold Coast Convention & Exhibition Centre,
2684-2690 Gold Coast Hwy, Broadbeach
www.goldcoastpetexpo.com.au

22 JULY
BOND UNIVERSITY TWILIGHT OPEN DAY 2pm – 6pm
Bond University, 14 University Dr, Robina
www.bond.edu.au/openday

22 – 23 JULY
WINTER WINE FESTIVAL 11am – 6pm
The Marine Village, Sanctuary Cove
www.sanctuarycove.com

23 JULY
PLAY SCHOOL LIVE IN CONCERT // PRINCE OF BEARS
10.30am & 12.30pm
Lismore City Hall, 1 Bounty St, Lismore
www.lismorecityhall.com.au

26 JULY
OPEN EVENING, SPRINGFIELD CENTRAL SHS
5-7pm, Springfield Central State High School. Browse
displays, go on a school tour, explore the facilities
www.lismorecityhall.com.au

27 JULY
ONE DAY WORKSHOP // PARENTING TIPS TO
SUPPORT LASTING BEHAVIOUR CHANGE 9am – 3pm
Fabic Centre, Suite 34 Worongary Shopping Centre,
1 Mudgeeraba Rd, Worongary (also available online)
www.fabic.com.au

28 – 30 JULY
COATES HIRE IPSWICH SUPERSPRINT
Queensland Raceway, 133 Champions Way, Willowbank
www.supercars.com
BROADBEACH COUNTRY MUSIC FESTIVAL
Various locations, Broadbeach
www.broadbeachcountry.com

10 JULY

29 JULY

THE WIGGLES LIVE AT DREAMWORLD 10.30am
Dreamworld, Dreamworld Pkwy, Coomera
www.dreamworld.com.au

GOLD COAST SUNS VS RICHMOND 7.25pm
Metricon Stadium, Nerang-Broadbeach Rd, Carrara
www.goldcoastfc.com.au

@havenhub
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REJUVENATE YOUR BODY
IN JUST 10 DAYS
REST, RESET & ENERGISE!

THE PROCESS OF
LEARNING

Words: John Burchell ND

IS INTELLIGENCE, OR THE ABILITY TO GRASP CONCEPTS EASILY,
A MATTER OF ‘LUCK OF OUR GENES’, OR IS IT SOMETHING THAT
WE CAN INFLUENCE THROUGH MULTIPLE MEANS?
Have you ever wondered how your kids learn? Did you know, the principles
of learning can be placed in basic units? Here are some key points to
understanding how to access our children’s innate learning capacity:

REPETITION Remember the classroom prior to the 1990s? Half an hour of

repeating the multiplication tables, from 9-9.30am? A tried and true principle,
however in certain nutritional deficiencies and behavioral disorders, the ability
to maintain focus and mediate boredom will compromise this principle.

THE DETOX PROGRAM THAT GIVES YOU
THE ENERGY TO CONTINUE YOUR DAILY LIFE!
Contains Raw organic Ingredients
Non-GMO Gluten & Dairy Free
Contains Healthy Bacteria
Natural Source of Amino Acids,
Vitamins, Minerals & Enzymes
No Artificial Ingredients
Suitable for Vegans
FIND OUT MORE OR PURCHASE ONLINE, GO TO

www.ffdetox.com

EFFECT Effect is a term applied to the emotional relationship that a child
has with a subject. For children who have suffered emotional traumas or have
emotion processing disorders, this principle may be compromised. This can be
overcome by giving a subject meaning - something the child can relate to.
FIRST IMPRESSION 'First impression’ is the principle that the first thing
seen or learned about a subject sets the precedent. This is especially relevant
for many of the spectrum disorders. Gut, immuno-inflammatory and central
nervous system health problems often relate here.
PRIORITY The most recent prominent impression will often dominate in the
process of learning. If you ask a child what they learned today, you may have a
very big insight into how they learn by their answer!
INTENSITY Some children learn through intensity (ie. through the information

being engaging and exciting and factual) while others learn through passive
application (ie. they need to sit quietly with something, feel it out and find their
own connection with it). Discipline runs along the same lines!

FREEDOM Freedom to learn or learning what you have interest in or a

passion for is perhaps the greatest principle to embrace. Incorporating points
of interest into other subjects increases the learning experience.

REQUIREMENT Requirement is a great tool where the student can perceive
an actual purpose to the process of learning eg. obtaining a driver’s licence.

REFLEX LEARNING This is a lesser used but highly effective tool. This is a
process of using visual, olfactory or aural stimulus to trigger memory response.

5564 5013

150 Ashmore Road, Benowa

www.medsan.com.au

The human gut is perhaps the most understated tool for learning. What we
eat has a major effect on our neurotransmitter production and therefore our
capacity to concentrate, process and assimilate information. Mood is similarly
affected and a distracted mood is not conducive to learning. Foods can be
solely responsible for what can be termed neurotransmitter and processing
mediators and antagonists ie. foods that increase or decrease our capacity
for good mood and to learn. Nutritional deficiencies, food intolerances and
allergies, nutrition assimilation and immuno-inflammatory disorders can all
have varying degrees of impact on our passage of learning. Incorporating
specific strategies through the guidance of a practitioner experienced in these
field may have phenomenal results.
Visit www.medsan.com.au
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LIFE IS ONE BIG
CLASSROOM

Words: Tanya Curtis

LEARNING IS OFTEN ASSOCIATED WITH THE TRADITIONAL CLASSROOM, SCHOOL AND
EDUCATION FACILITIES. BUT LEARNING GOES FAR BEYOND THE CLASSROOM.
Think about this. What if every moment in life is
an opportunity to learn and thus every movement
of every day we are in the classroom of life?
It is an irrefutable fact that every day we all
wake up to our life-classroom filled with a
continuous and never-ending supply of lessons,
opportunities, challenges and many aspects of life
presented and re-presented time and time again
ready to be self-mastered… when the willing
student says ‘Yes!’. Life really is one massive
classroom.

LIFE PRESENTS US WITH THESE LESSONS:

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

People we find challenging
Rejection
Death
Loss
Failure
Difficult moments
Relationships
The word ‘no’
Financial affairs
Jealousy
People not doing as we expected
Our shoulds, wants, expectations, pictures
and attachments not happening as we
expected them to… our smashed pictures of life
Feelings and awarenesses we find challenging
Life lessons
Tasks we don’t yet know how to do.

What if these situations are not as bad as
we can make them out to be, rather seen as
opportunities or as life lessons one is yet to selfmaster. As individuals, we are the same in that we
all have parts of life we have yet to self-master
(we are students of life) and we all have parts of
life we have already self-mastered (we are also
teachers of life).

Is it possible that many behaviour challenges,
relationship issues, feelings of anxiety, mental
wellness concerns etc are a result of us resisting
the lessons on offer in our forever classroom of
life? For example:

A. A person having a tantrum (body) in the shop
may not have developed the skills to respond to
the word ‘no’ (life).

B. A person with depressive behaviours (body)
may not have developed the skills to respond to
the death of someone close to them (life).

C. A person being abusive (body) may not have
developed the skills to respond to rejection (life).

D. A school student ripping their page up (body)
may not have developed the skills to respond to
making a mistake (life) or receiving a correction
(life).

E. A person calling another a cheater (body) may
not have developed the skills to respond to losing
(life).

F. A person attacking another (body) may not
have developed the skills to respond to judgment
from others (life).

societal status, qualification, background,
religious orientation etc do not matter. Each
person in this world carries the same two true
roles and that is to be a forever student of life
and a forever teacher of life.
As a forever student of life, when our body
reacts, even in the slightest way, we simply ask
from an inquisitive and non-judgmental approach:
“I wonder what skills I need to learn and develop
so I can respond to this part of life and no longer
react to it?”
A forever teacher of life will observe another
person’s reaction, even the slightest of reactions,
and ask from the same inquisitive and nonjudgmental approach: “I wonder what skills the
other person needs to learn and develop so they
can respond to this part of life and no longer
react to it?” and “If I have developed those skills
then I know I have a skill to teach when a willing
student appears (in their timing, not my timing).”
These steps remain a continual cycle, as life will
never stop presenting lessons for us all to learn
and teach, hence we are forever students and
forever teachers of life
Visit www.fabic.com.au

The commonality amongst these examples
(of a seemingly endless list) is that the body
reacts when there is a part of life the person
perceives they have not yet developed the skills
to respond to. Thus, lasting behaviour change
will occur when a person has learnt, developed
and implemented the required skills to respond to
what life is presenting.
Life offers us many titles – mother, father, CEO,
cleaner, accountant, specialist, swimmer etc
however, titles do not come close to describing
our true roles. Title, age, gender, height, culture,

BEHAVIOUR
SPECIALIST
MULTIDISCIPLINARY CENTRE

Psychology ~ Behaviour Specialist Services ~
Speech Pathology ~ Occupational Therapy ~ Counselling

BRISBANE ~ GOLD COAST ~ LISMORE

Much of this article is
taken from the soonto-be-released book
written by Tanya
Curtis, The Body Life
Skills Program where
readers are taught
the skills to respond
to life.
Visit www.bodylifeskills.com

Introducing

Teaching and learning the skills to
respond to the demands of life, bringing
about lasting behaviour change

BOOK OUT SOON

ww.bodylifeskills.com
Free youtube clips: www.youtube.com/channel/UClxyp32dQcFZiLv8cB3yI9Q

Ph: 07 5530 5099 | www.fabic.com.au
@havenhub
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Eat to learn

Words: Georgia Harding

BREAKFAST IS THE MOST IMPORTANT MEAL OF THE DAY. YOUR MUMMA TOLD YOU
THIS AS A KID AND YOU’RE PROBABLY DRILLING IT INTO YOUR OWN KIDS’ HEADS
NOWADAYS AS WELL.

We all know that eating a decent breakfast is
important - I’d go as far to say that it is one
of the most important ways to improve your
general health. People who eat a nourishing
meal at breakfast have improved energy levels,
mood, motivation, productivity and are more
able to maintain a healthy body weight. Children
also benefit enormously as eating a nourishing
breakfast improves concentration, focus and rates
of learning.
Time and convenience seem to be the two
biggest hurdles for people wanting to improve
their morning meal by eating whole, unprocessed
food. But with a little forethought and planning,
breakfast can be a quick, delicious, super
nourishing and a fuss-free start to the day.

BREAKFAST IDEAS
Make a batch of toasted muesli or granola - most
store-bought muesli or granola are not only
expensive, but they contain a huge amount of
sugar and nasty vegetable oil. Making your own is
inexpensive and extremely easy to do. Homemade
muesli can be tailored to suit your individual taste
and dietary requirements and, if you’re like me,
you improvise each time you make it. Each batch
will taste a little different, keeping it interesting.
I always make enough to fill a big pouring cereal
container (enough for a good couple of months
at a time). This should become a staple in your
pantry for the whole family. I have a very versatile,
easy to make recipe on my website.
Chia pudding is fabulous because you can make
it the night before so it’s ready to eat without
any preparation at all. Chia seeds have a very
impressive nutrient profile and are a great gluten-

free source of fibre, protein and omega 3 fatty
acids. These small, tasteless seeds swell up and
absorb liquid and the flavours they are soaked in,
which makes them incredibly versatile. I have a
couple of delicious recipes on my website to get
you started.
Bircher muesli, like chia pudding is also a
wonderful make-ahead breakfast. You can either
soak toasted or raw muesli in water or milk before
bed and it’s ready to eat the next morning. I like to
add fruit just before serving.
I also like to bake savoury muffins and nut/
seed loaves that I freeze and reheat for a fast,
nourishing brekkie.
Egg and bacon cups (see recipe, right) are an
easy to prepare one-handed ’cooked breakfast’
that is yummy hot or cold. Make a big tray for
a few days’ worth of brekkies and lunches
as well.
Power smoothies are simple and great. Simply
blend together fresh fruit, ice, a few tablespoons
of oats, a few tablespoons of nuts or seeds,
natural yoghurt and the liquid of your choice
(milk, nut milk, coconut milk or water). I often
throw a ripe avocado or a vegetable (like zucchini,
cauliflower, spinach or sweet potato) in the
mix - they disappears behind strong flavours like
raspberries or cacao powder and add lots of plantbased fibre and goodness.
Oatmeal porridge. This is like a big hug for your
nervous system and a great start to the day.
Make your porridge faster to cook by soaking the
oatmeal in water overnight and heating quickly in
the morning. This also makes the oats much more
nourishing and easier to digest too.

Leftovers. Let go of convention at breakfast
and eat what makes you feel good. How about
spaghetti bolognese on wholegrain toast, dhal
and rice (delicious with a chopped boiled egg)
or curry on wholegrain toast? The limit is your
imagination.
Sadly, the supermarket breakfast foods and drinks
offer none of the goodness or health benefits of
a wholefoods brekkie. Commit to eating well at
breakfast and you will feel the benefits for the rest
of the day.

YES, YOU DO HAVE TIME
Whilst practising as a naturopath, I found
breakfast was the one meal people continually
struggled with. So I’ve put together an eBook to
solve your breakfast dilemmas with fast, delicious
breakfast recipes. These recipes have been
designed with mad-mornings in mind. Most take
an average 5-10 minutes of prep-time and many
are as quick as pouring the cereal or toasting the
toast.
There are no excuses - this is the most important
meal of the day and essential for a healthier, more
productive life! The ‘Rise and Shine’ eBook is
designed to make breakfast nourishing, delicious
and do-able!
Visit www.wellnourished.com.au

CHRISTMAS IN JULY
FRIDAY 28TH – SUNDAY 30TH JULY
Prepare for the smell of cinnamon and nutmeg,
the sound of jingle bells and the taste of freshly
baked honey-glazed ham!
Bazaar’s Christmas feast in July will take you
on a sensory journey and leave you in a
pleasant state of nostalgia.
Dinner $72 per adult | $29 per child (4 – 12 years)
Sunday Lunch $59 per adult | $29 per child
For bookings call 07 5584 1200 or
email bazaar_qtgoldcoast@evt.com
Alternatively, book online at qtgodcoast.com.au
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AWARD WINNING TRAINING EXCELLENCE
CIRCUS * AERIAL * ACROBATICS * DANCE

ALL AGES FITNESS & FUN!

ASK AB
OUT OU
R

The works to go

FREE TRIAL

Recipe: Georgia Harding

THIS IS A FANTASTIC GLUTEN-FREE BREAKFAST AND LOVED
BY ANYONE WHO ENJOYS A GOOD OLD COOKED BREAKFAST.
FULL OF NOURISHMENT AND ABLE TO BE VARIED TO SUIT YOUR
TASTE (JUST CHOOSE THE OPTIONS YOU LIKE), IT IS SIMPLE AND
FOOLPROOF. THIS RECIPE TICKS ALL THE BOXES - QUICK, EASY,
NOURISHING AND DELICIOUS!

NOW AVAILABLE AT 4 LOCATIONS GOLD COAST & BRISBANE

www.aerialangelsacademy.com.au
Burleigh Heads 07 5522 0702

INGREDIENTS Serves 4

• 4 large organic or free-range eggs
• 4 rashes of free-range, nitrate-free bacon (you can also use ham)
Plus... Choose up to three of the following (any more and it will overflow):
• 4-8 baby spinach or kale leaves, washed and roughly chopped
• 4 cherry or sun dried tomatoes
• 2 button or shiitake mushrooms, halved
• Handful of basil, parsley or chives, chopped
• 4 cubes of cheddar, feta, goat or parmesan cheese
• 4 teaspoons of pesto
I also like to top them with a few seeds (sunflower, pepitas, sesame)

METHOD
1 Preheat your oven to 220°C.
2 Line four holes of a large muffin tin with squares of baking paper or large
paper cup cake liners. Place a rasher of bacon around the outside of the 		
casing. Arrange your eggs and fillings in the casing.
3 Season with salt and pepper and throw into the oven until the egg is just
set (10-15 minutes).
4 Enjoy immediately or cool, and place in a lunch or snackbox.

TIPS
Vegetarian: Omit the bacon or ham and place vegetarian options into the
moulds.
Time saving tip: Make enough for two serves - today’s breakfast and
tomorrow’s lunch box.
Store and reheat: Store in the fridge or freeze in an airtight container or bag.
Defrost and reheat in the oven.

@havenhub
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Proudly supported by the
Queensland State Government.

Green
pea
fritters

JUDY AND JEN ARE TWO AUSSIE MUMS ON A MISSION TO
INCLUDE MORE PLANTS AND SUPERCHARGED FOODS ON
LITTLE FOLKS’ PLATES. "THERE’S A BEETROOT IN MY CAKE"
FEATURES MORE THAN 60 IRRESISTIBLE RECIPES TO GET
YOUR KIDS EXCITED ABOUT VEGETABLES, FRUITS AND
SUPERCHARGED FOODS. FAMILY FAVOURITES WITH A TWIST.
Don’t fritter away your time worrying about how to get veggies into
those little tummies! This recipe is here to save the day. Plenty of
green vegetables, which can be substituted as you fancy, and plenty of
herbage. And let’s not forget the quinoa, which really deserves its own
special mention. Like a superhero swooping in, this little miracle seed is a
very on-trend superfood that is packed full of goodness. If you look really
closely you might just be able to spot the cape!

INGREDIENTS

• 280g (2 cups) freshly podded peas
• 2 eggs
• 1 handful fresh herbs (parsley, basil, thyme, coriander)
• 1 handful baby spinach
• 185g (1 cup) quinoa, cooked
• 150g goat’s feta
• Zest of one lemon
• Ghee for frying

METHOD

Add half of the peas, eggs, herbs, spinach and quinoa into a food
processor and combine until smooth. Fold through remaining ingredients
and let sit for 10 minutes. If batter is too runny simply add more
quinoa. Fry little spoonfuls of this mixture in a pan with ghee on medium
heat for 2 to 3 minutes on each side until golden. Serve with chutney or
yogurt. Perfect for a next day lunch box.

Judy Moosmueller and Jennifer
Leckey are two mothers who love to
cook for their families and everyone
around them. Away from the kitchen,
Jen is a teacher and Judy a designer
and have a passion for everything
that grows from the ground. Their
book, “There’s a Beetroot in my
Cake” is all about everyday dishes
that are stripped back, free from
artificial ingredients, and turned into
delicious healthy alternatives.
RRP $35 hard copy, $20 eBook.
Visit www.beetrootinmycake.com.au
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The journey of life
Words: Debbie Hogg

WE LOVE THEM WARTS AND ALL. WE WILL LOVE THEM
FOREVER, COME HELL OR HIGH WATER. WHO ARE THEY?
THEY ARE OUR CHILDREN.
For our kids, education is so important. Teachers, books and online support
help our children learn. But what about ‘life’? How do our kids learn about life
and the valuable lessons it gives to us? How do they learn about developing
friendships, overcoming rudeness or bullying in the playground, which occurs
in any school, and at any time? How do we teach them that doing their best
now is what creates our results? Everyday, there’s a lesson to learn. How
do we teach them to be confident, loving, kind and know as long as they
continue to strive, they will succeed? How do we teach them about life, the
lumps, bumps and how not everything goes as planned? How do we ensure
our children are learning valuable skills to fully support them on their life
journey?
Being the best role models we can be is how we teach this. Children are
sponges to the age of five and then other influences start impacting the
way information is filtered. Information is received via three filters to start
with; it will be deleted, distorted or generalised instantly by the brain. Once
this happens, it is passed through the next set of filters (exactly the same
as adults). These next filters are time/space, language, memories, decisions,
meta (small) programs, values and beliefs and/or attitudes. As parents, it’s
important to be conscious of what we do and say because everything we
model, our children pick up.
Imagine a parent who often yells at his or her child, trying to motivate them.
By the time this child becomes an adult, they may have internalised this
powerful and negative form of motivation and will have most likely learned to
talk to themselves using strong negative language. Although motivated, the
price is all the bad feelings that these negative words stimulate. This makes
it difficult in many situations as an adult and will be confusing because it is
unconscious. It is something that is done naturally. One may wonder if it can
be changed? The answer is yes.
The best way for us to model for our kids is shared in these words:

“CHILDREN LEARN WHAT THEY LIVE” BY DOROTHY NOLTE
If children live with criticism, they will condemn.
If children live with hostility, they learn to fight.
If children live with fear, they learn to be apprehensive.
If children live with pity, they learn to feel sorry for themselves.
If children live with ridicule, they learn to be shy.
If children live with jealousy, they learn what envy is.
If children live with shame, they learn to feel guilty.
If children live with tolerance, they learn to be patient.
If children live with encouragement, they learn to be confident.
If children live with praise, they learn to appreciate.
If children live with approval, they learn to like themselves.
If children live with acceptance, they learn to find love in the world.
If children live with recognition, they learn to have a goal.
If children live with sharing, they learn to be generous.
If children live with honesty and fairness, they learn what truth and justice
are.If children live with security, they learn to have faith in themselves and in
those around them.
If children live with friendliness, they learn the world is a nice place in which
to live.
If children live with serenity, they learn to have peace of mind.
With what are your children living?
Visit www.debbiehogg.com

Monday

hday
Epic Birt
ckages!
Party Pa
ered!
Fully Cat

visit our website for packages available.

General skate 2.30pm-5.00pm
Learn to skate: 5.00pm-6.00pm
Wed & Thurs:

General Skate: 9.30am-5.00pm
Friday Night:

General Skate: 5.00pm-7.00pm
Disco: 7.30pm-10pm
Saturday:

Learn to skate: 9.30am-10.30am
JOIN OUR MEMBERS CLUB

GET A FREE PASS
PLUS HEAPS OF EXTRAS
www.epicskate.com.au

(includes morning session)

General skate: 10.30am-8pm
Sunday:

General skate 11.00am-4.30pm

Visit w w w . e p i c s k a t e . c o m . a u
for more details o r c a l l 5 5 2 3 9 6 6 0
23 Enterprise Ave, Tweed Heads South, 5 Mins south of Gold Coast Airport
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The

hub
HAVEN’S EXPERT COLUMNISTS SHARE THEIR INSIGHTS ON ALL THINGS LIFE AND THE WORLD AROUND US. THE HUB IS WHERE YOU’LL
FIND SNIPPETS OF RANDOM THOUGHTS AND INSPIRATION, SO PULL UP A CHAIR, YOUR FAVE BEVERAGE AND GET READING!

Extra! Extra!

Speech fear no more

Our kids’ lives are busy! I remember as a kid coming home from school and
hanging with the kids in the street – riding bikes and skateboards, throwing
frisbees or playing games together. We laughed, cried, dealt with bullies and then
our parents would call us in for dinner. Very rarely was there organised training we just turned up to our team sport on the weekend and played the game. Life
was very simple.

I started a public speaking coaching business a couple of years ago and I did
it because I remember how much it sucked when I was a kid. I would lament
over a speech for days, hands sweaty and my voice stuck in my throat. My
fat little fingers could barely hold the palm cards, they shook so much. My
bladder would constrict and no matter how many times I went to the loo the
pressure continued. I sweated from my hairline to my neck, beads of sweat
dripping onto my page.

Being a kid in 2017 is a lot different. The number of extra-curricular activities
outside school is massive. There really is something for everyone – any sport
you can imagine, tutoring, dancing, self-defence, performing arts, personal
development workshops, cooking classes, art classes, technology classes, chess
club, etiquette classes - the list goes on.
Knowing your child’s needs and interests is vital to choosing the right activity
and, of course, as they grow up, those needs and interests change too. It can
become very hectic with scheduling in the extra activities, the commitment to
training, homework, competitions, expense and travelling too all play a huge part
in the decision-making process. Whilst we are spoilt for choices, the importance
of finding time to chill out and just be kids is also vital. When do we start all these
extracurricular activities? Are we overcomplicating childhood?
Katie, mumma of three kids aged 5, 7 and 9 only has her eldest involved in
activities outside school. “My daughter loves art and she wanted to learn more
about using colour. I am nurturing her interests but if she came home next week
and told me she didn’t want to go to classes anymore it wouldn’t bother me. She
is just a kid. I think she gets enough stimulation at school so we don’t do any
other activities.”
John, dad to two kids aged 6 and 4 has Mr 6 at soccer. “He loves the sport, the
coach, the team. It’s expensive and he trains once a week and plays Saturdays
so there is the time commitment too. He is making friends outside school, which
I like. Sport is a good place to meet new mates. As long as he likes it – I will take
him.”
My two boys are vastly different – one is in performing arts and the other has
a passion for basketball. Both have made good friends in their chosen extracurricular activities. They are learning new skills, being exposed to an activity
they love, and helping younger kids by assisting teachers/coaches. I love the fact
that they’ve chosen non technology based activities – giving them a break from
devices and social media too.
Before choosing extracurricular activities for your kids, do your research.
Compare costs, consider travel time, talk to other parents about their experiences
but most of all choose something that your child is interested in and that will
develop the skills they need the most right now for this phase of their childhood.

Fe Taylor

I soon realised that wasn’t happening to everyone in the class and it was
something I had to fix. So I did. It wasn’t easy to start with, in fact it was
hideous. I pushed myself to speak at every opportunity and then slowly
things starting to not suck so much.
So here are a couple of tips for you and your kids in case they are suffering
from the same crippling fear.
Singing is like public speaking but can be way more fun. That said, singing is
actually good practice for public speaking. Sing together in the car or pick up
a secondhand karaoke machine so that your little one can practice reading
and singing at the same time. Encourage your kid to play around with his or
her voice and get comfortable with how it sounds (I apologise if this is means
singing Frozen songs over and over again):
• When your child can choose their own topic, encourage them to pick 		
topics they are interested in.
• Help your child come up with interesting beginnings and endings to their 		
speeches.
• Guide and work with them to research.
• Use palm cards. Young kids may like to try picture cues to help them 		
remember each part of their speech. As they get older, plan the speech 		
out and then pick the main points and put them on the cards.
• Record them doing their speech - that way they will be able to see their
own performance. Your child will be much more likely to play along with 		
public speaking practice if it feels like playing rather than a very serious 		
undertaking. Try making it silly once or twice with an accent or a funny hat
and practice bowing for applause in between readings too.
• Spend time listening to your child’s speech. Give them feedback and 		
remember that working on this now will set them up for life.

Moyra Major

HEALTH & WELLBEING

RADIO ANNOUNCER/
PUBLIC SPEAKING COACH

www.completetransformation.com.au

www.majorconfident.com
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Mrs Red has once again been very
busy, putting together a new product
which launches in July. Red’s Art
Cart is a monthly delivery of mystery
art supplies delivered to your door.
The adults art cart begins first and
a student cart and a gift cart begins
in October. It’s like Christmas every
month of the year!
www.mrsredsartroom.com

Capturing precious moments throughout
life. I enjoy being able to offer beautiful
images to my clients, I know they will be
loved. This is what inspires me to keep
shooting everyday. Please contact me for
info on my pricing and packages.
Gold Coast, Byron Bay & Brisbane.
www.jennaagiusphotography.com
jennaagius@gmail.com
jennaagiusphotography

Barre classes are designed to lift, burn and
tone. Aleenta’s classes are suitable for
all fitness levels, beginners to advanced
students, anyone can do Barre! Our classes
combine ballet techniques, pilates core
work and Yoga Stretches for a whole body
workout. Childminding classes are Tuesday
and Thursday 9.30am.
Q Super Centre, Mermaid Waters
www.aleentabarre.com

N exute
Iss
Looking for an incredibly powerful, moving
and often life-changing session for your
kids? Rein Changer at Canungra offers
day-long ‘Essence of Life’ equine-assisted
learning sessions to teach kids about self
awareness, boundaries, relationships and
dealing with life's challenges.
www.ricindaranch.com.au
@ReinChanger
Call Linda 0400 739 330

From our Pre-School program
through to our senior elite team,
ACADEMY DANCE STUDIOS
offers classes in all styles of dance.
HAVEN readers can now receive
THREE DANCE CLASSES FOR FREE.
Contact us at
academydancestudios.com.au to book your
complimentary classes today!”
Academy Dance Studios

If you’ve got a child between 8 and 12 years
who seems more like a know-it-all 25-yearold most days, you’ve got yourself a ‘tween’.
The tween years can be a tricky time for
children and parents alike – tween kids
really are a class of their own and should be
treated as such. And if that doesn’t sound
tough enough, throw in the challenges of the
digital age. Yikes! But don’t fret – haven’s
August edition has the tools, tips and tricks
to help you navigate the tween years with
your sanity intact.

FAMILY • LIFE • STYLE
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